We tackle the problem of attributed graph transformations and propose a new algorithmic approach for defining parallel graph transformations allowing overlaps. We start by introducing some abstract operations over graph structures. Then, we define the notion of rewrite rules as three inclusions of the form L Ě K Ě M Ď R. We provide six conditions that parallel graph rewrite relations should ideally satisfy, which lead us to define two distinct full parallel graph rewrite relations. A central notion of regularity of matchings is proved to be equivalent to these six conditions, and to the equality of these two relations. Furthermore, we take advantage of the symmetries that may occur in L, K, M and R and define another pair of rewrite relations that factor out possibly many equivalent matchings up to their common symmetries. These definitions and the corresponding proofs combine operations on graphs with group-theoretic notions, thus illustrating the relevance of our framework.
Introduction
Graph structures are widely used in many areas in computer science and well beyond (e.g., Biology, Chemistry, Physics). Their visual appearance as well as their expressiveness give them an important place in the modeling of complex systems.
The study of graph transformations turns out to be more difficult than other structures such as strings [3] or terms [1] . One of the main issues encountered in graph transformations is the replacement action. Roughly speaking, let GrLs be a graph and L a subgraph of it. Replacing L by another graph R is a bit tricky to express in a rigorous manner, because of the possible links between L and its context Grs, on the one hand, and of the desired embedding of R into Grs, on the other hand.
Several approaches to graph transformations have been proposed in the literature. There are two main streams of research known as the algebraic approaches (see, e.g;, [20, 8] ) where transformations are defined using notions borrowed from category theory and the algorithmic approaches (e.g. [12, 6] ) where graph transformations are defined by means of the involved algorithms.
In this paper, we propose a new algorithmic approach and define a settheoretic framework which we designed to cope easily with (true) parallel attributed graph transformations and where classical sequential graph transformations can be obtained as a particular case. We propose to consider rules defined as three graph inclusions of the form L Ě K Ě M Ď R such that M is the common subgraph of L and R. Roughly speaking, transforming a graph G into a graph H via such a rule aims at finding a match µ of the left-hand side L in G, so that one can write G as GrµpLqs ; then H is obtained from GrµpLqs, first, by deleting elements in µpLzKq 1 and, second, by adding new elements in RzM . As M Ď K and M is the common subgraph of L and R, RzM and RzK are the same and thus one may have the impression, at first sight, that subgraph M is useless. This impression might be reinforced when comparing with the classical Double-Pushout [11] approach where rules can be represented as two inclusions
1 with the same intuitive semantics. Actually, if we get rid of subgraph M , our rules could be translated to a Double-Pushout rule of the form L Ě K Ď pR Y Kq 2 . The main motivation behind the use of the fourth graph M in a rule lies in the operational semantics of parallel graph transformations. To keep it simple, one rule applied to a graph can either delete, keep or add items to the considered graph. When at least two rules are applied at the same time on a graph, they can either behave independently if applied at disjoint parts of a graph or the two rules have to agree on the parts of the graph to be kept/deleted if their respective left-hand sides overlap (have a non-empty intersection). So, graphs such as M play a key role, within the considered rules, when defining the operational semantics of parallel graph transformations. Intuitively, when a rule is involved in a parallel transformation of a graph, the subgraph matched by LzK should be removed, the subgraph M should be kept, and RzM should be added. However, the part of the graph matched by KzM could either be deleted by other rules or kept unchanged. Notice that there is no equivalent counterpart of graphs KzM in the algebraic approaches [8] .
To define rigorously the considered rewrite systems and the underlying rewrite relations, we propose, in this paper, a set-theoretic framework consisting of operations over graphs which allowed us to express (parallel) rewrite steps in an elegant way. To our knowledge these operations are different from those existing in the literature such as [2, 5, 6] . In addition to sequential rewriting, we propose two possible definitions of parallel graph transformations which differ by the order in which the operations over graphs are applied. Furthermore, we provide necessary and sufficient conditions under which the two proposed parallel rewrite relations coincide. Finally, we propose to use group theory to characterize enhanced rewrite relations which consider only matchings up to automorphisms of the four graphs defining each rule.
Parallel graph transformations did not receive so far as much attention as the sequential case. One of the most investigated issue is the condition so-called parallel independence which ensures that two rules with matches in a same graph G, are independent, i.e. they can be applied in any order (or even in parallel) yielding the same result, see e.g. [4, 9] . Our approach to the study of parallel graph transformations is different here since the parallel transformations we 1 Here, we use the operation z over graphs in an informal manner. 2 In Double-Pushout approach, there is a morphism between K and the right-hand side.
consider cannot always be simulated by sequential ones, as in the case of cellular automata or more generally in substitution systems [21] , and thus the involved rules cannot be ordered to form a sequential derivation equivalent to parallel transformations.
In [19, chapter 14] , parallel graph transformations have been studied in order to improve the operational semantics of the functional programming language CLEAN [14] . In that contribution, the authors do not deal with true parallelism but rather have an interleaving semantics. This particularly entails that their parallel rewriting steps can be simulated by sequential ones. This is also the case for other frameworks where massive parallel graph transformations is defined so that it can be simulated by sequential rewriting e.g., [18, 17] .
In [16] , a framework based on the algebraic Single-Pushout approach has been proposed and where parallel transformations consider only matchings provided by a control flow mapping. The users can solve the possible conflicts between the rules by providing the right control flow. More recently, a parallel graph rewriting has been defined in [7] for a special kind of graphs called port-graphs. Unfortunately, such graphs are not closed under parallel graph rewriting, in the sense that a port-graph can be rewritten in a structure which is not a port-graph. In addition, conditions for avoiding conflicts in parallel transformations have been defined over the considered rewrite rules, which limits the class of considered systems, meanwhile we provide in this paper more abstract and more general conditions over matchings that ensure the correctness of parallel graph transformations.
The paper is organized as follows. Basic definitions and notations are gathered in the next section. In Section 3, we stress on the notion of joinable graphs and provide a definition of automorphisms of sub-graphs. Section 4 is dedicated to rules and matches while Section 5 specifies the intended requirements of parallel graph transformations and defines two parallel rewrite relations. In Section 6, we propose a property of regularity of set of matches which turns out to be a necessary and sufficient condition on matches to make equal the two different proposed parallel rewrite relations. Section 7 is dedicated to a particular parallel rewrite relation where parallel matches are considered up to automorphisms. This rewrite relation is based on the notion of automorphism groups of the considered rules. An additional example is provided in Section 8. Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section 9.
Preliminaries
We use the standard set theoretic notion of a total function as a functional binary relation, but we also need to be strict on the notion of domain and codomain of functions. Since the domain can be read out of the binary relation, we define a function f from D to C as a tuple f " xR, Cy where R Ď DˆC and @x P D, D!y P C s.t. xx, yy P R. Both the domain D and the codomain C can be extracted from the function f : D is the first projection tx | Dy P C, xx, yy P Ru of R (the second projection of R is the image of f ). We will use the standard abuse of notation by denoting f the canonical extension of f from PpDq to PpCq, i.e., for any A Ď D we write f pAq for tf pxq | x P Au. For any y P C, we write f´1pyq for tx P D | f pxq " yu; this is only used when f is not assumed to be bijective, otherwise it could be confused with the image of y by the inverse function f´1 " xR´1, Dy. For any B Ď C, we write f´1pBq for tx P D | f pxq P Bu. The restriction of f " xR, Cy to the sets
, which is always a function. We consider a fixed many sorted signature Σ (see e.g. [10] ). A graph G is a tuple xV, A, A, s, t, ly where V, A are sets and A is a Σ-algebra whose elements are respectively called vertices, arrows and labels, s, t are functions from A to V and l is a function from V Y A to PpAq, i.e., we label vertices and arrows with sets of labels. We assume that V , A and the carrier set of A, denoted tAu, are mutually disjoint 3 . The carrier of G is the set tGu def " V Z A Z tAu. If V " ∅ then G is said to be empty. An arrow f P A is said to go from spf q to tpf q, and these two vertices are adjacent to f (or f to the vertices). When we speak of a graph G without specifying its components, these will be referred to as in
and @x P 9 H Z H,Hpxq ĎGpxq. The relations ă and are respectively a preorder and an order on graphs.
There are several ways to obtain a Σ-subgraph from a graph G, one is by selecting arrows in A Ď G:
GYA y be the restriction of G to A; we have G|A G. Thus we can also remove the arrows of A by defining GzA def " G|p GzAq. We can also obtain Σ-subgraphs by selecting vertices, but then we also need to select their adjacent arrows:
A are obviously functions, hence rV s G G. We can then remove the vertices of V by GzV def " r 9
GzV s G . The task of removing labels from a graph G may differ according to vertices or arrows, i.e., it is specified by a function from 9 G Y G to PpA G q, which we call a labelling function of G. Given two such functions l and l 1 we define lzl
as the labelling function of G that maps any x to lpxqzl
If l is a labelling function of a graph H ă G, we extend it to the labelling function l 1 of G identical to l on 9 H Y H and that maps any other x to H; by abuse of notation l 1 will be denoted by l. Then we easily define the graph Gzl def " x 9 G, G, A G ,Ǵ,G,Gzly. We thus see that using sets of labels allows to remove, and later to add labels just as we do arrows, which will be very convenient for defining parallel rewrite relations.
Finally, we can remove both V , A and l from G by defining GzrV, A, ls def " ppGzlqzAqzV . This order comes from the requirement that V and A should be included in the carrier set of the graph from which they are removed, which is used in the following lemma.
Since the set of arrows of Gzl is G, then H pGzlqzA iff H Gzl and H Ď GzA iff H Gzl and H X A " ∅.
Since the set of vertices of pGzlqzA is 9 G then H GzrV, A, ls iff H pGzlqzA and 9 H Ď 9 GzV iff H pGzlqzA and 9 H X V " ∅. Hence the result.
For any graph G and any bijection α from tGu to some set S, we define the
and then the structure αpGq def " x 9 αp 9 Gq, αp Gq,αpA G q, 9 α˝Ǵ˝ α´1, 9 α˝G˝ α´1,α˝G˝pα| 9 GY G q´1y whereαpA G q is the isomorphic image of A G by the bijectionα, see [10] . Obviously, tαpGqu " S and αpGq is a graph; we say that α is an isomorphism from G to αpGq. It is common knowledge that any mathematical structure (including Σ-algebras) can be translated in this way through a bijective function, which then becomes an isomorphism. Given any two graphs H and G, a function α from tHu to tGu is a morphism from H to G if
is a function, denoted 9 α,
is a function, denoted α,
•Ǵ˝ α " 9 α˝H,
•G˝ α " 9 α˝H,
If α is bijective then the functions 9 α, α andα correspond with the previous definition, which justifies that we use the same notations. The image of a Σ-subgraph F H by α is
where @y P 9 αp 9 F q Y αp F q, lpyq " ď xPα´1pyqα˝F pxq, obviously αpF q αpHq G. Again, if α is bijective it is easy to see that αpHq corresponds with the previous definition, which of course does not mean that αpHq " G, since G may contain more labels than αpHq. A function α from tHu to tGu is an isomorphism from H to G if and only if α is a bijective morphism from H to G and α´1 is a morphism from G to H, hence if and only if α is a bijective morphism andα˝H "G˝α| 9 HY H . If 9 α and α are injective then α is called a matching of H in G. An isomorphism from G to G is called an automorphism of G. The identity function Id tGu , denoted 1 G , is always an automorphism of G. If α is a morphism from H to G and β a morphism from G to a graph F then β˝α is a morphism from H to F . If α and β are both matchings, isomorphisms or automorphisms then so is β˝α. The composition operator˝is associative, we have 1 G˝α " α˝1 H " α and, if α is an isomorphism then α˝α´1 " 1 G and α´1˝α " 1 H . Hence the set of automorphisms of G is a group denoted AutpGq, and the existence of isomorphisms between graphs is an equivalence relation denoted ".
Note that AutpGq contains permutations of the set tGu, and its product is the standard composition of permutations, hence it is a permutation group on tGu. More precisely, it is a subgroup of the symmetric group SymptGuq of all permutations on tGu, defined by AutpGq " tα P SymptGuq | αpGq " Gu. As an example, we apply the permutation α " px f g yq, in cycle notation, to the following graph:
(labels are hidden), the result is obviously not the input graph. This is a very abstract view of things (it defines an operation of SymptGuq on the class of graphs built on tGu, and AutpGq as the stabilizer of G in SymptGuq by this operation, see e.g. [15, Chapter II, Section 1] for a nice introduction), and in practice we do not need the whole group SymptGuq. Obviously when αpGq " G we have 9 αp 9 Gq " 9 G, hence 9 α P Symp 9 Gq, similarly α P Symp Gq andα is a Σ-automorphism of A G , the set of which should be denoted AutpA G q. Following the previous example, if we take 9 α " pq, α " pf gq andα " pq (assuming that f and g have the same label), then
which is exactly the input graph, hence pf gq is an automorphism of this graph.
Joinable Graphs
In order to define parallel rewriting relations on graphs, it is convenient to join possibly many different graphs that have a common part, i.e., that are joinable. As a matter of fact, this notion also allows a simple definition of graph rewriting rules, and is crucial in defining the automorphism groups of these rules. We start with a simpler notion of joinable functions. Basic properties are given without proofs.
Definition 3.1 (joinable functions) Given two functions f " xR, Cy and
respectively, we define the meet of f and g as
, and we say that f and g are joinable. Similarly, if pf i q iPI is an I-indexed family of pairwise joinable functions, where
In particular, functions with disjoint domains are joinable (e.g. 9 α and α), and every function is joinable with itself: f Of " f Nf " f . More generally, any two restrictions f | A and f | B of the same function f are joinable and f | A Of | B " f | AYB (and of course f | A N f | B " f | AXB ). Conversely, if f and g are joinable then each is a restriction of f O g.
Definition 3.2 (joinable graphs) Two graphs H and G are joinable if
G " ∅, and the functionsH andǴ (and similarlyH andG) are joinable. We can then define the graphs
HX 9 GqYp HX Gq y,
Similarly, if pG i q iPI is an I-indexed family of graphs (where I ‰ ∅) that are pairwise joinable, hence have the same algebra A of labels, then let
It is easy to see that these structures are graphs: the sets of vertices and arrows are disjoint and the adjacency functions have the correct domains and codomains. Note that if H and G are joinable then any subgraphs of H and G are joinable, and
We also see that H G entails that H and G are joinable and then H [ G " H and H \ G " G.
We now extend the notion of automorphism groups of graphs to their Σ-subgraphs. Definition 3.3 (groups Aut G pH 1 , . . . , H n q and S| H ) For any n ě 1 and any graphs H, H 1 , . . . , H n G, let
For any α P Aut G pHq, we write α| H for α| tHu tHu , and for any subgroup S of Aut G pHq, let S| H " tα| H | α P Su; this is a subgroup of AutpHq.
l It is obvious that Aut G pGq " AutpGq. We see that Aut G pHq is a permutation group on tGu, but only the graph structure of H is involved in the constraint αpHq " H, not the structure of G.
Example 3.4 Take for instance
where labels are omitted. We have
AutpHq " t1 H , pxqpyqpf gqu and AutpGq " t1 G , pxqpyqpzqpf gqphqpkqu l (we write fixpoints in order to make the domains explicit). However, in Aut G pHq the permutations of objects that do not belong to H are free, hence
Since A H " A G , it is easy to see that
Hq O Symp Gz Hq always holds and hence that Aut G pHq| H " AutpHq. This means that, compared to the elements of AutpHq which are only permutations of tHu, the elements of Aut G pHq are all possible extensions of the elements of AutpHq to permutations of tGu. This contrasts with the standard group theoretic way of extending permutations π of a set A Ď B to permutations of B by adding only fixpoints, thus assuming that @x P BzA, πpxq " x. This will allow us to conveniently intersect the automorphism groups of joinable graphs, see Section 7.
One important problem with the notion of joinable graphs is that the union of graphs, as defined above, is not an invariant construction, i.e., joining isomorphic images of joinable graphs may not be possible, or may not yield an isomorphic image of the union of the original graphs. To ensure that this is the case, we need some extra conditions. Lemma 3.5 Let α (resp. β) be an isomorphism from graph H to H 1 (resp. G to G 1 ), if H and G are joinable, α and β are joinable and α N β is surjective then H 1 and G 1 are joinable, and
Proof Since A H " A G this set is included in the domains of α and β which are joinable, henceα "β and A H 1 "αpA H q "βpA G q " A G 1 . Let γ " α N β and suppose there is a y P 9
Hq X βp Gq, this is clearly included in the codomain tH 1 u X tG 1 u of γ. But γ is surjective, hence there is a x in the domain tHu X tGu of γ such that y " γpxq " αpxq " βpxq, hence α´1pyq " x P 9
H and β´1pyq " x P G, so that x P 9 H X G " ∅, a contradiction; this proves that 9
Since H and G are joinable, thenHpf q "Ǵpf q P 9 H X 9 G, hencé all f P H X G we have
u, and for all f P H we have
and similarly for all f P G (using β), hence pH
GY G and similarlyδ˝pH YGqpxq " pH 1 YG 1 q˝δpxq which proves thatδ˝pH YGq " pH 1 YG 1 q˝δ and hence that δ is an isomorphism from
Corollary 3.6 If @i P t1, . . . , nu, α i is an isomorphism from G i to G 1 i such that @j P t1, . . . , nu, G i and G j are joinable, α i and α j are joinable and α i N α j is surjective then n i"1 α i is an isomorphism from
7 If H and G are joinable graphs then
Proof For all σ P Aut H\G pH, Gq, let α " σ| H and β " σ| G . Obviously α and β are joinable isomorphisms with αpHq " H, βpGq " G and α N β " σ| tHuXtGu tHuXtGu is surjective since σptHu X tGuq " σptHuq X σptGuq " tHu X tGu. Thus α N β is an isomorphism from H [ G to itself, which yields σpH [ Gq " H [ G and therefore σ P Aut H\G pH [ Gq.
We will also need to know how the removal of objects in a graph behaves through unions and isomorphisms.
Lemma 3.8 Given two graphs H and G, V Ď 9 H, A Ď H and l a labelling function of H, (1) if H and G are joinable then pH \ GqzrV, A, ls HzrV, A, ls \ G, and the equality pH \ GqzrV, A, ls " HzrV, A, ls \ G holds iff V X 9 G " A X G " ∅ and lpxq XGpxq " ∅ for all x P 9 G Y G.
(2) if α is an isomorphism from H to G then αpHzrV, A, lsq " αpHqzr 9 αpV q, αpAq,α˝l˝p 9 α O αq´1s
Proof (1) As HzrV, A, ls H thus HzrV, A, ls and G are also joinable. Let F " pH \ GqzrV, A, ls and F 1 " HzrV, A, ls \ G. Obviously
Let f P F , if f P G then f P F 1 , otherwise f P HzA, and sinceHpf q P 9
G Y G, this last step by Lemma 2.1 since G H \ G. (2) It suffices to prove that αpHzlq " αpHqzα˝l˝p 9
α O αq´1, αpF zAq " αpF qz αpAq and αpF zV q " αpF qz 9 αpV q for any F H. We have αpHzlq " x 9 αp 9 Hq, αp Hq, A G ,Ǵ| αp Hq ,G| αp Hq ,α˝pHzlq˝p 9 α O αq´1y " x 9 αp 9 Hq, αp Hq,
Hq, αp Hq, A G , 9 α˝H˝ α´1, 9 α˝H˝ α´1,
We may assume that A Ď F , then
Finally, we assume that V Ď 9 F , then
where B "F´1p 9 F zV q XF´1p 9 F zV q and W " 9 αp 9 F qz 9 αpV q. But
where C "Ǵ´1pW q XG´1pW q. We haveH˝ α´1 " 9 α´1˝Ǵ, hence their inverse functions on sets are equal, i.e., α˝H´1 " pH˝ α´1q´1 " p 9 α´1˝Ǵq´1 "Ǵ´1˝9 α.
Similarly we get α˝H´1 "G´1˝9 α, hence αpBq " α`H´1p 9 F zV q XH´1p 9 F zV q˘(since F H) "Ǵ´1`9 αp 9 F zV q˘XG´1`9 αp 9 F zV q"Ǵ´1 pW q XG´1pW q " C, which proves that αpF zV q " αpF qz 9 αpV q.
Rules
In general, a rewrite rule has a left-hand side L to be matched in an input graph G, and a right-hand part R that should match in the rewritten graph (the output). In some algebraic approaches such as the Double-Pushout [11] , the graphs L and R have a common part K which matches in both the input and the output graphs. All items in the input graph that are matched by L but not by K are removed from the input, just as every item in the output graph that is matched by R and not by K is added to the input. In the context of parallel graph rewriting, different rules may overlap or, more precisely, different matchings (possibly of the same rule) may overlap and thus disagree on what should be removed or preserved from input to output. It is therefore convenient to allow for some flexibility in the rules, in order to minimize the possible conflicts. In the definition below, we will provide the possibility to express, within a rule, the fact that every item of a graph that is not removed by a rule may not be preserved in the output, and thus can be removed by another rule. Hence we make a clear distinction between the graph 
A matching of r in a Σ-graph G is a matching µ of L in G such that @x P 9 K Y K,μpLpxqzKpxqq XμpKpxqq " ∅ (or equivalentlyμpLpxqzKpxqq " µpLpxqqzμpKpxqq). Note thatμ may not be injective; this last condition is therefore necessary to separate the labels in G that should be removed from those that should be preserved by a rewriting step. We denote M pr, Gq the set of all matchings of r in G (they all have domain tLu).
We consider finite sets R of rules such that @r, r
∅ for any Σ-graph G; we then write M pR, Gq for Ţ rPR M pr, Gq. For any µ P M pR, Gq there is a unique rule r µ P R such that µ P M pr µ , Gq, and its components are denoted r µ " xL µ , K µ , R µ y. 
Ly,L " xtxf, yy, xg, zyu, 9 Ly andL " xtxx, tuuy, xy, tu, vuy, xz, tuuy, xf, ∅y, xg, ∅yu, PpA L qy, hence we opt for graphical representations of graphs. Then we see that
We now consider the following Σ-graph:
where b P Σ is another constant. Then there is a matching µ from the rule above to G, given by the relation txx, 1y, xy, 2y, xz, 3y, xf, 4y, xg, 5y, xu, by, xv, ayu. Note that 9 µ and µ are injective and that µpLpyqzKpyqq XμpKpyqq "μptuuq Xμptvuq " tbu X tau " ∅.
l One essential feature of parallel graph rewriting is that we should consider the simultaneous use of all elements of a set of matchings of the rules in a given graph. This of course is only possible if this set is finite, which is always true by virtue of Definition 4.1.
Proof Let L be the left part of r and X " VarpLq. All elements µ P M pr, Gq can be obtained as µ " 9 µ O µ Oμ. 9 µ belongs to the finite set of functions from 9 L to 9 G and µ to the finite set of functions from L to G. Since T pΣ, Xq is free with generating set X in the class of Σ-algebras, every Σ-homomorphismμ is determined byμ| X . For every v P X there is an x P 9 L Y L and a t PLpxq such that v P Varptq, and sinceμptq PGpµpxqq thenμpvq belongs to the set of subterms of the elements ofGpµpxqq, which is finite. Hence there is a finite set of possible functionsμ| X . This property trivially extends to M pR, Gq for any finite set R of rules. This of course explains why we have chosen the algebra of ground terms in the rewritten graphs. In practice it is often necessary to allow other algebras, e.g., the additive algebra of integers, and it is then possible to recover finiteness by imposing ad-hoc restrictions on the rules' labels, e.g., we cannot allow the term x`y (where x and y are variables) since it has infinite matchings with any integer.
In the sequel we will use the standard identification of substitutionsμ| X to their homomorphic extensionsμ, so that all matchings of a rule have finite domains.
A rewriting step may involve the creation of new vertices in a graph, corresponding to the vertices of a rule that have no match in the input graph, i.e., those in 9 Rz 9 L (or similarly may create new arrows). These vertices should really be new, not only different from the vertices of the original graph but also different from the vertices created by other rewritings (corresponding to other matchings in the graph). This is computationally easy to do but not that easy to formalize in an abstract way. The notion of renaming of a rule is not adapted to parallel rewriting since any rule has infinitely many renamings. We choose to reuse the vertices x from 9 Rz 9 L by indexing them with any relevant matching µ, each time yielding a new vertex xx, µy which is obviously different from any new vertex xx, νy for any other matching ν ‰ µ, and also from any vertex of G since µ depends 4 on G.
Definition 4.4 (graph GÒ µ and matching µÒ) For any rule r " xL, K, Ry, Σ-graph G and µ P M pr, Gq we define a Σ-graph GÒ µ together with a matching µÒ of R in GÒ µ . We first define the sets 9 GÒ µ def " 9 µp 9 R X 9 Kq Z pp 9 Rz 9 Kqˆtµuq and GÒ µ def " µp R X Kq Z pp Rz Kqˆtµuq, which are finite. Next we define µÒ
µÒ is the function from 9 R to 9 GÒ µ such that @x P 9 R, if x P 9 K then 9 µÒpxq def " 9 µpxq else 9 µÒpxq def " xx, µy, and similarly µÒ is the function from R to GÒ µ such that @f P R, if f P K then µÒpf q def " µpf q else µÒpf q def " xf, µy. Since 9 µÒ and µÒ are bijective, then µÒ is a matching of R in the Σ-graph
GÒ µ , GÒ µ , T pΣ, ∅q, 9 µÒ˝Ŕ˝ µÒ´1, 9 µÒ˝R˝ µÒ´1,μÒ˝R˝p 9 µÒ O µÒq´1y. By construction µ and µÒ are joinable and µ N µÒ is a matching of R [ K in µpR [ Kq. We now prove that the graphs GÒ µ can be joined to G. Lemma 4.6 For every rule r " xL, K, Ry, Σ-graph G and µ P M pr, Gq, the graphs G and GÒ µ are joinable and
Proof As tGu is the codomain of µ then as above G X p Rz Kqˆtµu " ∅, hence G X GÒ µ " µp R X Kq. It is similarly obvious that 9 G X GÒ µ " G X 9 GÒ µ " ∅. For all f P R X K, we have by definition of µÒ that µÒpf q " µpf q andŔpf q P 9 K Ď 9 L. ThenǴ Ò µ p µpf"ǴÒ µ˝ µÒpf q " 9 µÒ˝Ŕpf q pby definition ofǴÒ µ q " 9 µ˝Ŕpf q pby definition of 9 µÒ on 9 Kq " 9 µ˝Ĺpf q psince K Lq "Ǵ˝ µpf q (because µ is a morphism from L to G).
HenceǴ andǴÒ µ are joinable and similarlyG andGÒ µ are joinable, which proves that G and GÒ µ are joinable. Besides, µpR [ Kq " x 9 µp 9 R X 9 Kq, µp R X Kq, T pΣ, ∅q,Ǵ| Corollary 4.7 @µ, ν P M pr, Gq, the graphs GÒ µ and GÒ ν are joinable.
Proof If µ " ν this is obvious, so we assume that µ ‰ ν so that GÒ ν X p Rz Kqt µu " ∅ and GÒ µ Xp Rz Kqˆtνu " ∅, hence GÒ µ X GÒ ν " µp RX KqX νp RX Kq Ď G, and since GÒ µ and GÒ ν are both joinable with G then they are joinable with each other.
Parallel Rewriting
For any set M Ď M pR, Gq of matchings in G we wish to define a Σ-graph G M that is the result of rewriting G by applying all the rules as specified by M , without assuming any order. Introducing M as a parameter allows us to define several parallel rewrite relations, and also encompasses the case of sequential rewriting, defined as the special case where M contains a single matching. We state some properties that we may consider appropriate for G M . In conformity with our framework, we assume that G M is built from G, hence that G M and G are joinable.
(1) For all µ P M there is a matching µÒ of R µ in G M joinable with µ.
(2) For all µ P M the vertices, arrows and labels that are matched to L µ but not to K µ should not occur in G M , i.e., 9 µp 9
µ and µ are injective, hence 9 µp 9 L µ z 9 K µ q " 9 µp 9 L µ qz 9 µp 9 K µ q and µp L µ z K µ q " µp L µ qz µp K µ q and similarly, by Definition 4.1,μpL µ pxqzK µ pxqq " µpL µ pxqqzμpK µ pxqq.
(3) The unmatched part of G should be preserved in G M . However, unmatched arrows can be deleted if they are adjacent to deleted (hence matched) vertices, hence we need only preserve Gz Ť µPM 9 µp 9 L µ q, in the sense that we cannot remove or add anything to this graph:
(4) G M should not contain anything that is not strictly needed by properties (1) and (3), i.e., G M G \ Ů µPM µÒpR µ q. Note that properties (3) and (4) imply that G ∅ " G, hence we need not add this simple property to the list.
(5) Rewriting in parallel two disjoint matchings is the same as rewriting them sequentially: @µ, ν P M pR, Gq, if 9 µp 9 L µ q X 9 νp 9 L ν q " ∅ then G tµ,νu is isomorphic to pG tµu q tι˝νu , where ι is the canonical matching of νpL ν q in G tµu (so that ι˝ν P M pR, G tµu q).
(6) The construction of G M should be invariant, i.e., if α is an isomorphism from H to G and M Ď M pR, Hq, then
As reasonable candidates for G M we define the following two graphs.
Note that l is only defined on Ů µPM µpK µ q; as mentioned above l is implicitly extended to the suitable domain by mapping other vertices and arrows to ∅.
Example 5.2 Following Examples 4.2 and 4.5, we let M " tµu and we have V " t3u, A " t5u and l " tx1, ∅y, x2, tbuy, x3, tbuy, x4, ∅y, x5, ∅yu. Hence GzrV, A, ls " 1, tbu 2, tau 4, tau .
Note that the label spbq is removed not by l but because it labels the vertex 3, which is removed. The same is true of label b of arrow 5. By computing the union with the graph GÒ µ of Example 4.5 we get
The reader may check that
We immediately obtain a number of properties for these graphs:
• G • By Lemma 3.8 (1) G ă M G ą M ; they can be considered as the minimal and maximal graphs that could be defined from M .
We now prove that the remaining properties are also fulfilled by the two graphs.
Theorem 5.3 For all graphs H and G, we have that
, where ι is the canonical matching of νpL ν q in G tµu ,
Proof (3) Since no arrow is added that is adjacent only to elements of 9
GzV , we have r 9
GzV
GzV s G " GzV , hence wee need only prove r 9 GzV s G r 9
GzV s G ă M , i.e., that every arrow f P G such thatǴpf q andGpf q both belong to 9
GzV is also in G ă M . Suppose this is not the case, then f must have been removed, which is only possible if f P Ť µPM µp L µ z K µ q, hence there is a µ P M such that f P µp L µ q, but thenǴpf q andGpf q must belong to 9 µp 9 L µ q, hence to V , which is impossible.
(
tµ, νu and for any matching τ of a rule of R in a graph,
It is obvious that V ι˝ν " V ν , A ι˝ν " A ν , l ι˝ν and l ν always return the same value, hence
GÒ ι˝ν " ∅, A µ X GÒ ι˝ν " ∅ and l ν always returns ∅ on 9 GÒ ι˝ν Y GÒ ι˝ν . Then, it is easy to see that pG
We now define a function α from tG 1 u to tG 2 u by: for any y P tG 1 u, if y is of the form xx, νy then αpyq " xx, ι˝νy, otherwise αpyq " y. It is obvious that α is bijective, and we prove that it is a morphism: for all g P G 1 , if g " xf, νy for some f P R ν z K ν thenǴ 2˝ αpgq "ǴÒ ι˝ν˝p ι˝νqÒpf q " p9 ι˝9 νqÒ˝Ŕ ν pf q " 9 α˝9 νÒ˝Ŕ ν pf q " 9 α˝ǴÒ ν˝ νÒpf q " 9 α˝Ǵ 1 pgq, otherwiseǴ 2˝ αpgq "Ǵ 1 pgq " 9 α˝Ǵ 1 pgq, henceǴ 2˝ α " 9 α˝Ǵ 1 . Proving thatG 2˝ α " 9 α˝G 1 andG
is similar (note thatα is the identity Σ-automorphism of T pΣ, ∅q). Hence α is an isomorphism from G 1 to G 2 and by Lemma 3.8 (2)
We first notice that @µ P M , α˝µ is a matching of L µ in G, i.e., α˝µ P M pr µ , Gq and thus r α˝µ " r µ according to our convention on R given in Definition 4.1. We now build an isomorphism αÒ from
H Y H and αÒpxx, µyq " xx, α˝µy for all µ P M and x P p 9 R µ z 9 K µ q Y p R µ z K µ q. As
it is obvious that αÒ is bijective. Besides, by Definition 4.4, pα˝µqÒ is a matching of R µ in GÒ α˝µ such that, for all x P 9 R µ X 9 K µ , pα˝µqÒpxq " α˝µpxq " αÒμ Òpxq, and for all x P 9 R µ z 9 K µ , pα˝µqÒpxq " xx, α˝µy " αÒpxx, µyq " αÒ˝µÒpxq, and similarly for all f P R µ , pα˝µqÒpf q " αÒ˝µÒpf q, hence pα˝µqÒ " αÒ˝µÒ.
We now prove that αÒ is a morphism. For all f P H we haveǴ 1˝ αÒpf q " G˝ αpf q " 9 α˝Hpf q " 9 αÒ˝H 1 pf q. Then, for all µ P M and f P R µ z K µ we havé GÒ α˝µ˝ αÒ " p 9 α˝9 µqÒ˝Ŕ µ˝p α˝ µqÒ´1˝ αÒ " 9 αÒ˝9 µÒ˝Ŕ µ˝ µÒ´1 " 9 αÒ˝HÒ µ . Hence we getǴ 1˝ αÒ " 9 αÒ˝H 1 and similarlyG 1˝ αÒ " 9 αÒ˝H 1 . We also have, for all µ P M and x P p 9 R µ z 9 K µ qYp R µ z K µ q, thatG˝p 9 αÒO αÒqpxx, µyq "Gpxx, α˝µyq " ∅ since xx, α˝µy R tGu, hence
which proves that αÒ is an isomorphism from H 1 to G 1 . We now let V , A and l as in Definition 5.1 for graph H and set M , and similarly V 1 , A 1 , l 1 for G and α˝M , then
and similarly αÒpAq " A 1 and
since l yields ∅ out of H. We get by Lemma 3.8 (2)
HÒ µ q " 9 αÒ`9 µp 9 R µ X 9 K µ qYp 9 R µ z 9 K µ qˆtµu˘" 9 α˝9 µp 9 R µ X 9 K µ q˘Y p 9 R µ z 9 K µ qˆtα˝µu " 9 GÒ α˝µ and similarly αÒp HÒ µ q " GÒ α˝µ , hence a restriction γ of αÒ is an isomorphism from
The former satisfies properties (2) to (6), the latter satisfies properties (1) and (3) to (6).
Regularity
It is not generally true that G We have the following two matchings of the rule in G:
µ " txx, 1y, xy, 2y, xz, 3y, xf, 4y, xg, 5y, xu, by, xv, ayu ν " txx, 1y, xy, 3y, xz, 2y, xf, 5y, xg, 4y, xu, by, xv, ayu
meaning that we should keep vertices 2, 3 and arrows 4,5. But we also have V " 9 µptzuq Y 9 νptzuq " t2, 3u and A " µptguq Y νptguq " t4, 5u, meaning that we should also remove these vertices and arrows. As a result of this conflict, the graph G (1) and (2) to be simultaneously verified on the rewritten graph we need to rule out such conflicts.
Thus, if we want properties (1) to (6) to be fulfilled by either of the full parallel rewriting relation, then we have to restrict these relations to the cases where M pR, Gq is regular, which makes them identical. Equivalently, we can ensure that all properties are fulfilled by checking that V , A and l do not intersect the graph Ů µPM GÒ µ . Of course, we may want to spare the extra work since it should be performed for each parallel rewriting step. It would therefore be convenient to reduce regularity to particular properties of R or G that would be easier to check. One natural idea is to only allow sets of rules R that ensure regularity of M pR, Gq for all graphs G (as in [7, Definition 12] ). It is however easy to see that this would be a drastic restriction on R: given any two rules xL i , K i , R i y for i " 1, 2 in R and any two vertices x i P 9 L i , it is possible to build a graph G and matchings µ i from L i in G such that µ 1 px 1 q " µ 2 px 2 q (G is the quotient of the direct sum L 1`L2 by the congruence x 1 " x 2 ). Hence if x 1 can be chosen in 9 L 1 z 9 K 1 and x 2 in 9 K 2 X 9 R 2 , i.e., if these sets are not empty, then µ 1 does not preserve µ 2 and therefore M pR, Gq is not regular. Hence regularity can be guaranteed for all graphs only if all rules have 9 Lz 9 K " ∅, or if they all have 9 K X 9 R " ∅ (and this is not even a sufficient condition).
If we cannot expect that a set of rules uniformly ensures regularity, we may still curtail regularity to a restricted class of graphs G. Given G, are we able to characterize which sets of rules R guarantee that M pR, Gq is regular and G ą M pR,Gq P G for all G P G? Given a set or rules R, can we determine the biggest class G with the same property? It is dubious that these questions have a useful general answer, but they may be interesting in some particular context.
Parallel Rewriting modulo Automorphisms
Using the full set of matchings seems exaggerated in many cases, as illustrated below.
Example 7.1 Consider the following rule, where all labels are empty:
here, each edge f , g, h represents a pair of opposite arrows. Obviously, this rule has six matches in a triangle, hence
Conversely we assume that ν P µ˝Autpr µ q. From the above we see that Autpr µ q is a subgroup of Aut Lµ\Rµ pL µ q| Lµ " AutpL µ q, hence ν is a matching of L µ in G. But ν is also a matching of L ν in G, which according to our convention on R given in Definition 4.1 entails that r µ " r ν , and hence that Autpr µ q " Autpr ν q. Hence ν˝Autpr ν q " ν˝Autpr µ q Ď µ˝Autpr µ q˝Autpr µ q " µ˝Autpr µ q. But there is a σ P Autpr µ q such that ν " µ˝σ, hence such that µ " ν˝σ´1, which entails µ P ν˝Autpr µ q. Hence by symmetry we also have µ˝Autpr µ q Ď ν˝Autpr ν q, which proves that they are equal and hence that µ « ν and therefore ν P µr«s.
Note that |µr«s| ď |Autpr µ q| and that the equality holds if µ is injective. The more symmetric a rule is, the more matchings are likely to occur in the equivalence classes of matchings of this rule. If we could choose only one matching per equivalence class in M pR, Gq, we could obtain a much more concise output graph than with the rewriting relations Ñ ă R and Ñ ą R of Section 5. The problem of course is that selecting one matching among others may prevent the rewriting relation from being invariant. But the definition of the automorphism groups of rules has been krafted precisely so that the isomorphism class of the output graph does not depend on the choice of elements in the induced equivalence classes, which we are now in a position to prove. Theorem 7.4 For any M P M pR, Gq and any minimal sets M, N such that
and similarly that 9 β µ˝G Ò µ "GÒ ιµ˝ β µ . We finally see that
which shows that β µ is an isomorphism. We next prove that this isomorphism reduces to the identity on G [ GÒ µ .
For all y P 9 G X 9 GÒ µ , since by Lemma 4.6 we have
ρ´1 µ pxq " 9 σ´1 µ pxq belongs to 9 R µ X 9 K µ , and we get 9 β µ pyq " 9 ι µ Ò˝9 ρ´1 µ˝9 µÒ´1pyq " 9 ι µ Ò˝9 ρ´1 µ pxq " 9 ι µ˝9 σ´1 µ pxq " 9 µpxq " y.
We similarly get β µ pgq " g for all g P G X GÒ µ , which proves that 1
and hence GÒ µ [ GÒ ν " GÒ ιµ [ GÒ ιν , so if we let β " µPM β µ , then this is an isomorphism from Ů µPM GÒ µ to Ů µPM GÒ ιµ by Corollary 3.6. But then
and, by Lemma 3.
We also have by Definition 7.2 that, for all µ P M , σ µ pL µ q " L µ and σ µ pK µ q " K µ , hence
hence if we let V , A and l as in Definition 5.1 for M , then they also work for N , i.e., we have
and similarly for A and l. Besides, they are sets of vertices or arrows, or labelling function of G, hence by Lemma 3.8 (2) 
where M is any minimal set such that M {« " M pR, Gq{«. l It is obvious from Section 6 that the two relations are identical up to isomorphisms iff M is regular. A definition of port-graph parallel rewriting up to automorphisms has been introduced in [7, Definition 20] , but it was limited to so-called symmetric rules, while our definition is more general since it applies to all rules without restrictions.
An Example: Conway's Game of Life
Conway's game of life [13] is played on a square grid where cells live or die according to their number of living neighbours in the grid, following 3 deterministic rules (given below). These are intrinsically parallel in the sense that "all births and deaths occur simultaneously" [13] , even though the neighborhoods overlap: one cannot apply the rules sequentially and expect the result to be independent of the order in which they are applied, without using some trick (one was proposed by Conway, see [13] ). It is customary to use the states of the current generation to compute the states of the next generation, which requires to keep two bits of information in each cell, rather than one (alive or dead). It would be quite unnatural to formalize such tricks with a sequential rewrite system.
In contrast, the fact that we can compute all possible matchings, even when they overlap, before they are all used to simulatneously apply the transformations specified by their respective rules, makes it very natural to represent the computation of the next generation as a single step of parallel rewriting. This is what we now illustrate.
• We start with the rule of death by overpopulation, which states that a living cell dies if it has at least 4 living neighbours. In other words, a cell dies if its neighborhood contains a subgraph of 4 living cells, which is equivalent to saying that a graph of four living cells matches in the neighborhood (since a matching is injective on vertices). Hence this exactly corresponds to the following rule:
t1u t1u
x, t1u t1u t1u ùñ x, t0u
• We next consider the rule of birth: a dead cell becomes alive if it has exactly 3 living neighbours. The matching of a graph with just 3 living cells in the neighborhood is not precise enough here: we need to express the accuracy required for birth. However, knowing that a cell has 8 neighbours, we can reach this accuracy by stating that, among these 8, at least 3 should be alive and at least 5 should be dead, which yields the rule: t1u t1u t1u t0u x, t0u t0u t0u t0u t0u ùñ x, t1u
Of course, this works only for cells with exactly 8 neighbours, hence not for borders or corners of a rectangular grid, see the discussion below.
• We finally consider the rule of death by isolation: a living cell dies if it has at most 1 living neighbour. As above we have to assume that a cell has 8 neighbours in order to equivalently state that a cell dies if it has at least 7 dead neighbours, as expressed by the rule: t0u t0u t0u t0u x, t1u t0u t0u t0u ùñ x, t0u
Hence we are able to express the game of life with the set R consisting of the 3 simple rules above. Of course, if we want our program to work in the standard way on rectangular grids, we need to do more than this. We would first need to assume a way of determining the exact number of neighbours; one way to do this is to include a constant in the labels, say r for regular (8 neighbours), b for border (5 n.) and c for corner (3 n.). We would then write rules for the 3 kind of cells, but only for the rules of birth and death by isolation. This yields a set of 7 rules; we leave it to the reader to write them down.
But it may be the case that all cells are regular, which is easy to achieve for instance by gluing the east and west borders of a rectangular grid, as well as the north and south ones (there are many other eccentric ways of ensuring this). For the sake of simplicity we assume that this is the case of the input graph G.
It is easy to see that the set M pR, Gq is regular: this is due to the fact that for all matchings µ only the label of µpxq is modified, and that all matchings with the same µpxq perform the same modification (two distinct rules cannot match on the same center cell of G). This aslo means that the result of rewriting a matching µ is the same as rewriting all members of the class µr«s, hence the four rewrite relations defined above are identical.
However, using parallel rewriting modulo automorphisms may save a lot of computing efforts compared to full parallel rewriting. For instance, each time the birth rule matches G, with x being matched to a vertex v of G, there must be 3!ˆ5! " 720 matchings from x to v. But they are all equivalent, hence only one of them is required to compute rewriting modulo automorphisms.
The situation is more complex with the other rules. The rule of death by overpopulation matches any vertex v of G that has 4 ď n ď 8 living cells among its 8 neighbours. The number of matchings from x to v is therefore the number of 4-combinations with repetitions among n elements, that is, n! pn´4q! . Since the 4 neighbours of x are symmetric in the rule, each matching has an equivalence class of 4! " 24 elements, hence the number of equivalence classes of matchings from x to v is`n 4˘. Hence rewriting modulo automorphisms may still require to use as much as`8 4˘" 70 different matchings for this rule.
The rule of death by isolation matches any vertex v of G that has 7 ď m ď 8 dead neighbours (or 0 ď n ď 1 living neighbours, since m " 8´n). The number of matchings from x to v is m! pm´7q! , and each has an equivalence class of 7! " 5040 elements, hence the number of equivalence classes of matchings from x to v is`m 7˘, which can be as much as`8 7˘" 8.
Conclusion
We have defined six properties that deterministic parallel graph rewriting relations should normally meet (though some may be dropped in some contexts), defined four such relations and provided necessary and sufficient conditions for these to obey all six properties simultaneously. In order to obtain these results we have developed a set-theoretic framework for removing and grafting objects in a graph, in which relevant group-theoretic notions can be expressed in a natural way. We have adopted a notion of graph as general as possible, with the caveat that rewritten graphs must be labelled by ground terms, in order to ensure finiteness of the set of matchings. A more realistic approach would obviously have to encompass other algebras, with ad-hoc restrictions to preserve finiteness, but the issues of regularity and automorphisms would still be central. There are certainly many different ways of ensuring regularity for classes of graphs and rules, and further work is required on this matter. We should also consider a possible implementation of these rewriting relations, which raises the question of using group-theoretic algorithms for efficiently computing the relation of parallel rewriting modulo automorphisms, and in particular of computing a generating set for the automorphism group of a rule.
